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Motivation

• The EU Green Deal requires a major expansion of wind energy over 
the next 30 years, growing from 15% of Europe’s electricity today to 
50% by 20501. In the next four years, Europe will build 105 GW of new 
wind capacity2. 

• The dramatic increase will demand new skilled persons. 
• The European wind industry currently employs 300,000 people. 
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Shares of electricity generation by technology in the EU, Sustainable Development Scenario

Electricity in the EU
My guess



Source: NREL The Leading Edge: April 2020 Wind Energy Newsletter
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Research themes



4-ITNs
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Lidar knowledge
Europe: Lidar wind

measurement
technologies

Novel design, production 
and operation approaches 
for floating wind turbine 

farms

Floating wind energy
network for designing 
higher performance, 
economically viable 

floating wind turbines

Entrainment in offshore 
wind energy

Offshore

Land and offshore











Research highlights



Wind resource in deep sea sites using remote sensing and numerical models
Daniel Hatfield



Wind resource in deep sea sites using remote sensing and numerical models
Daniel Hatfield



A levelized cost of energy analysis of changing global commodity 
markets and the impact on floating offshore wind 

Craig White



Wind tunnel investigation of the wake of a floating offshore wind 
turbine under idealized surge motion submitted to laminar wind

Thomas Messmer



Correcting for the effect of both wakes and blockage on 
power performance 

Alessandro Sebastiani

Supervisors: Alfredo Peña (DTU), James Bleeg (DNV)



Uncertainties in nacelle-mounted scanning 
lidar measurements in wake due to wind 
turbine movements

Priscila Orozco

• Uncertainties in wake lidar measurements due to WT movements:

I. Tower pitching due to thrust;
II. Nacelle vibrations due to rotor;
III. Lidar mounting error

Nacelle GNSS data

Processing

Tower pitching Nacelle vibrations

Vertical axis

Real LoS

Expected LoSPITCH = 0.25°

500m ~ 4D

1.3km ~ 10D

Total H deviation
at 4D → ~ 4m

Total H deviation
at 10D → ~ 9m



Performance of Two Ship-based Lidars Under Different 
Motion Scenarios and Correcting the Motion Effect

Shokoufeh Malekmohammadi



Measurement and modelling of the airflow at Madeira Airport
Isadora Coimbra

• Located in Madeira: a volcanic island with complex terrain
• Recurring flight cancellations and delays due to weather = safety and economic issues

Measurements: lidar and met-mast Modelling: WRF + VENTOS/M
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4-ITNs: Research topics summary
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4-ITNs: Career plan of the PhDs
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4-ITNs: Impact in Europe and wind energy
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 EU Green Deal
 Skill sets missing
 Offshore wind farm plans and its implementation
 Innovative capacity
 European excellence

Challenge:

“Greatest technical challenge in the 21st century:
The offshore wind energy realisation”

Citation from John Olav Tande



4-ITNs: Human ressource and network
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4-ITNs: Conclusion
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Successful training and research activities are on-going

The output of more than 50 PhD doctorates in wind energy is high and increasing

Research results from each of the PhD studies provide further insight to the many 
challenges in (offshore) wind energy

Contributions to academic and industrial perspectives in wind energy are sustained



Further information

• FLOAWER https://www.floawer-h2020.eu/
• LIKE https://www.msca-like.eu/
• Step4Wind https://www.step4wind.eu/
• Train2Wind https://www.train2wind.eu/

Acknowledgements: 
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FLOAWER 860579,LIKE 858358, Step4Wind 869737 and Train2Wind 861291.
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Beneficiaries and Partners
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Beneficiaries and Partners
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